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The topicality of the researchis related to the increasing number 

oftransactionconcluded within the special information environment. However, the 

lack of legislatively fixed provisions regulating an  electronic circulation creates 

a huge number of theoretical and practical problems. The variety of manifestation of 

forms of electronic activity resulted in absence of the uniform concept «e-commerce» 

both in international, and in the domestic legislation. The gaps in legal regulation of 

the relation in the area of e-commerce involve difficulties in qualification of 

transactions, perfected in electronic form. 

The aim of the research isto studythe development of the institute of e-commerce, 

its essence, and detection of features of the conclusion of transactions within the 

electronic environment. 

Objectives:  

- to study prerequisites of the formation of institute of e-commerce; 

- to give the definition «e-commerce» and to reveal its qualifying signs; 

- to investigate the role of the international organizations in development of 

electronic trading and consider the Model Law onElectronic Commerce of 

UNCITRAL; 

The theoretical and practical value of the researchis in that,the conclusions of 

theresearch can be used for creation of the legal acts regulating a legal status of e-

commerce in the domestic and international legislation. In addition, some provisions 

of the research can be used for training of experts in the field of e-commerce 

The results obtained:E-commerce represents the relations which arise owing to 

business activity with use of modern electronic technologies at the conclusion of 

transactions, advance of goods and services on the Internet. Despite existence of legal 

regulation of electronic contracts, it is extremely separate. At the conclusion of the 

contract in an electronic form there are problems in definition of that is remote sale, 

causes difficulties as well directly process, a place and time of the conclusion of the 

transaction.  

Recommendations: 

- to unify the existing international normative legal acts regulating the sphere of 

electronic trading; 

- to establish uniform concept of definition «e-commerce» on the international level, 

and its subsequent introduction in the domestic legislation; 

- to enter the general concept «remote contract»; 

-to develop a uniform form and criteria of the conclusion of the electronic contract; 

- to establish interstate criteria of jurisdiction in a network. 


